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Abstract

Regular exercise has an antidepressant effect in human subjects. Studies using animals have suggested that the
antidepressant effect of exercise is attributable to an increase of brain 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT); however, the precise
mechanism underlying the antidepressant action via exercise is unclear. In contrast, the effect of 5-HT on antidepressant
activity has not been clarified, in part because the therapeutic response to antidepressant drugs has a time lag in spite of
the rapid increase of brain 5-HT upon administration of these drugs. This study was designed to investigate the contribution
of brain 5-HT to the antidepressant effect of exercise. Mice were fed a tryptophan-deficient diet and stressed using chronic
unpredictable stress (CUS) for 4 weeks with or without the performance of either moderate or intense exercise on a
treadmill 3 days per week. The findings demonstrated that the onset of depression-like behavior is attributable not to
chronic reduction of 5-HT but to chronic stress. Regular exercise, whether moderate or intense, prevents depression-like
behavior with an improvement of adult hippocampal cell proliferation and survival and without the recovery of 5-HT.
Concomitantly, the mice that exercised showed increased hippocampal noradrenaline. Regular exercise prevents the
impairment of not long-term memory but short-term memory in a 5-HT-reduced state. Together, these findings suggest
that: (1) chronic reduction of brain 5-HT may not contribute to the onset of depression-like behavior; (2) regular exercise,
whether moderate or intense, prevents the onset of chronic stress-induced depression-like behavior independent of brain
5-HT and dependent on brain adrenaline; and (3) regular exercise prevents chronic tryptophan reduction-induced
impairment of not long-term but short-term memory.
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Introduction

Major depression is attributable to neurobiological and envi-

ronmental factors [1]. The depletion of serotonin (5-hydroxytryp-

tamine; 5-HT) is regarded as the most potent neurobiological

factor in the etiology of depression [2]. Several disturbances of the

5-HT system have been reported in depression, including

decreased plasma tryptophan [3] and decreased serotonin 5-HT,

in postmortem brains of depressed patients [4]. As the availability

of plasma tryptophan, the precursor of 5-HT, is a limiting factor in

the synthesis of brain 5-HT [2], acute tryptophan depletion (ATD)

is used to study the effects of 5-HT depletion on the onset of

depression in humans and rodents. ATD results in a lowering of

plasma and brain tryptophan [5] and a decrease of brain 5-HT

synthesis [6] concomitantly with changes in cognitive functions

and depression- and anxiety-like behavior in rats [7] and transient

mood effects in humans [8]. However, the ATD-induced effects

are transient, while the decrease of 5-HT and mood disorders

observed in depressed patients are chronic; therefore, we

considered that the contribution of 5-HT depletion to the etiology

of depression should be examined using long-term depletion in

brain 5-HT. No previous study has examined the effect of long-

term depletion of brain tryptophan and 5-HT on the onset and

development of depression.

Stress is one of the most potent environmental factors for the

induction and development of depression [2]. Stress raises the

activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and

increases corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF) and corticosteroid

[9]. Furthermore, the persistence of stress and corticosteroid

induces neural atrophy in limbic structures, mainly the hippo-

campus, and reduces cell proliferation and neurogenesis in the

hippocampus [10,11]. These changes lead to the onset and

development of depression [12]. In addition, chronic stress impairs

cognitive function, with depressive patients showing cognitive

disturbances such as impairments in attention, working memory

and executive function [13].
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Exercise training improves psychological risk factors, including

depression, anxiety, hostility, and total psychological stress, as well

as stress-related mortality [14], and has been shown to improve

depressive symptoms when used as an adjunct to medication [15].

In rodents, regular exercise was also shown to improve depression-

like behavior in chronically stressed mice [16]. Nevertheless, the

mechanisms underlying the antidepressant effect of exercise are

not understood. It is possible that exercise could contribute to

rescue the lowered level of brain 5-HT in depressive patients;

however, the relationship between exercise-induced improvement

of depression and the level of brain 5-HT has yet to be elucidated.

This study was designed to answer the following questions: (1) Is

chronic tryptophan deficiency related to the onset and develop-

ment of depression concomitantly with a deficit of cognitive

function? (2) Are exercise-induced antidepressant effects related to

brain 5-HT metabolism? To resolve these issues, mice fed a TD

diet were subjected to 4 weeks of chronic mild stress (CUS) with or

without the performance of treadmill running at either moderate

or high intensity. Concomitantly, the mice were subjected to

behavioral tests to examine depression-like behavior and cognitive

function. Our findings demonstrated that the onset of depression-

like behavior is attributable not to TD but to chronic stress,

whereas TD triggered the impairment of cognitive function, and

that regular exercise, whether moderate or intense, prevents

depression-like behavior concomitantly with an improvement of

hippocampal neurogenesis and an increase of hippocampal

noradrenaline, despite the recovery of brain 5-HT.

Materials and Methods

1. Animals and Diet
All experimental procedures and animal treatments were

performed in accordance with the guidelines of the laboratory

animal manual of Nippon Medical School. Male C57BL/6J mice

(Sankyo Lab Service, Tokyo, Japan), aged 7 weeks and weighing

22.161.3 g, were used for this study. The mice were randomly

divided into five groups: control mice (C mice; n = 10), tryptophan-

deficiency (TD) mice (TD mice; n= 10), TD+chronic unpredict-

able stress (CUS) mice (TD+CUS mice; n= 10), TD+CUS+mode-

rate exercise (ME) mice (TD+CUS+ME mice; n= 10) and

TD+CUS+intense exercise (IE) mice (TD+CUS+IE mice; n = 10).

As our previous study [16] indicated that mice fed a normal diet

with exposure to CUS showed depressive behavior, in this study,

we omitted the experimental condition concerning the mice fed a

normal diet with exposure to CUS. The C and TD mice were

housed in standard mouse cages with five mice per cage. The

TD+CUS, TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE mice were housed in

standard mouse cages divided into six cells to reduce their living

space and to decrease their daily activity [17]. The TD, TD+CUS,
TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE mice were fed a tryptophan-

deficient (TD) powered diet (Oriental Yeast Co., Ltd., Japan). The

C mice were fed a TD powered diet supplemented with

tryptophan at 214 mg per 100 g of powder diet, equal to the

tryptophan content in a standard animal diet. All diets were mixed

with hot water, kneaded, cut and dried to make hard pellets. Tap

water was given to all mice. All mice were introduced to their

respective diets for a week before the start of the CUS procedure.

During the experimental period, all mice were allowed to eat and

drink ad libitum. The weight of all mice was measured once a

week throughout the experimental period.

2. Chronic Unpredictable Stress
The timeline of the various experimental procedures is shown in

Fig. 1. After 7 days of acclimation to cage and diet, all mice were

subjected to a passive avoidance test (PAT) to examine learning

and memory prior to CUS exposure. The protocol of PAT is

described in the section on the behavior tests. After PAT,

TD+CUS, TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE mice were exposed to

28 days of CUS according to a modified version of the method of

Banasr et al. [18]. They were exposed to two stressors daily, as

described in Table 1, in the morning and at night.

3. Exercise
During the habituation period, all mice were subjected to

10 min of treadmill running at a treadmill speed of 10 m/min

daily for five consecutive days to familiarize them with such

running.

During the CUS procedure, TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE
mice were subjected to moderate or intense running on a treadmill

three days per week at 4:00–6:00 p.m. TD+CUS+ME mice were

subjected to 1 h of running at a treadmill speed of 20 m/min.

TD+CUS+IE mice were subjected to intense and intermittent

exercise as follows: At first, mice performed running at a treadmill

speed of 30 m/min for 1 min and then rested for 10 sec, which

was defined as one set. After mice performed three sets of running

at the same treadmill speed, the treadmill speed was increased to

35 m/min, and mice again performed three sets. In this way, the

treadmill speed was increased at intervals of 5 m/min until the

mice were exhausted.

4. 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) Injection
Two weeks before the sacrifice of the animals, BrdU dissolved in

sterilized saline was intraperitoneally injected into all mice at

50 mg/kg body weight for five consecutive days at 24-hour

intervals in order to evaluate the survival of newly born cells.

5. Behavioral Tests
(1) Forced swimming test (FST). All mice were subjected to

FST to evaluate depression-like behavior according to the method

of Porsolt et al. [19]. For testing, cylinders (height, 2 cm; diameter,

15 cm) filled with water (25uC) were used to make the mice swim

or float without touching their hindlimbs or tail on the bottom of

the cylinder. Each mouse was individually placed in the cylinder

and its movements were recorded for 6 min using a video camera.

Immobility time, when the mouse performed the minimal

movement required to stay afloat, was measured to evaluate

depression-like behavior during the latter four minutes of the test.

(2) Sucrose preference test (SFT). At the end of 28 days of

CUS, all mice were subjected to SFT to evaluate depression-like

behavior according to the method of Sakata et al. [20]. In brief,

after animals had been habituated to two water bottles for 3 days

in their home cages, a free choice between plain water and 1%

Figure 1. Experimental procedures. Habituation: habituation to
cage, food and treadmill running; CUS: chronic unpredictable stress;
PAT: passive avoidance test; ORT: object recognition test; SFT: sucrose
preference test; FST: forced swimming test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g001
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sucrose solution was provided to each mouse. The positions of the

bottles were counterbalanced across the left and right sides of the

testing cages. Water and sucrose intakes were measured during the

12-h dark period by weighing bottles before and after the test.

Tests were performed on 2 consecutive days. Sucrose preference

was calculated as the percentage of sucrose consumed.

(3) Passive avoidance test (PAT). After 7 days of acclima-

tion to cage and diet, all mice were subjected to PAT to examine

the basal performance of learning and memory prior to CUS

exposure. The apparatus for this test consisted of two compart-

ments, one light and the other dark, separated by a vertical sliding

door [21]. A mouse was initially placed in the light compartment

for 30 sec. Then, the door was opened to permit the mouse to

enter the dark compartment. After the mouse entered the dark

compartment, the door was closed. Thirty seconds later, the

mouse was given a 0.2 mA electric shock for 2 sec. The mouse was

allowed to recover for 30 sec and then returned to the home cage.

Twenty-four hours later, the mouse was again placed in the light

compartment and the door was opened. The latency time until the

mouse stepped through the door was determined as an index of

learning and memory. To examine time-course changes in

learning and memory, the latency to enter the dark compartment

was measured every week during the CUS procedure.

(4) Object recognition test (ORT). ORT was used to

examine recognition memory [22,23]. After the mice were

transferred to a cage for the ORT and acclimated for 24 h, they

were exposed to two differently shaped objects for 10 min. The

number of actions of exploring and/or sniffing two objects was

counted for the initial 5-min period (Training). The next day, to

examine memory retention, one of the original objects was

replaced with a novel one with a different shape, and then the

number of actions of exploring and/or sniffing the novel object

was counted for 5 min (Retention). The recognition index was

calculated by dividing the number of actions of exploring and/or

sniffing the novel object by the total number of actions of exploring

and/or sniffing (novel object+familiar object) [23].

6. Immunohistochemistry
(1). Sample collection. The day after completion of all

behavioral tests, the mice were anesthetized with pentobarbital

and transcardially perfused with 60 ml of saline through the left

ventricle. Brains were carefully removed and divided into their two

hemispheres. The left hemisphere was fixed in 4% paraformalde-

hyde in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 137 mM NaCl,

8.10 mM Na2HPO4, 2.68 mM KCl, 1.47 mM KH2PO4, pH7.4)

overnight at room temperature. After being washed three times

with PBS, the brain was cut rostro-caudally with a Leica

vibratome (VT 1000S, Leica Microsystems, Germany) at 40 mm.

Serial sections were immersed in PBS. Ninety-six-well plates were

used to maintain the correct order of the sections in PBS at 4uC.
The right hemisphere was divided into the hippocampus, cerebral

cortex, hypothalamus and cerebellum. These samples were quickly

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 280uC until analysis.

(2) BrdU and Ki67. BrdU- or Ki67-positive cells were

identified immunohistochemically. The sections were incubated

with 3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol to block endogenous

peroxidase activity. BrdU sections were incubated with 2 M HCl

for 30 min at 37uC and M.O.M. mouse IgG blocking solution for

1 h. Ki67 sections were exposed to heat (100uC) in 100 mM citric

acid buffer (pH 6.0) for 5 min using a microwave for antigen

retrieval and the sections were then blocked with normal goat

serum. After washing with PBS, the sections were incubated for

two nights with the primary antibody, a mouse monoclonal anti-

BruU antibody (BD Pharmingen, 1:200) or rabbit polyclonal anti-

Ki67 antibody (Abcam, 1:500). After washing, the BrdU or Ki67

sections were incubated with anti-mouse biotinylated IgG

secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories, 1:250) or goat anti-

rabbit biotinylated IgG (Vector Laboratories, 1:100) for 2 h at

room temperature, respectively. Both BrdU and Ki67 sections

were incubated with VECTASTAIN ABC reagent (Vector

Laboratories) for 90 min and developed using 3,39-diaminobenzi-

dine (DAB).

(3) Cell quantification procedures. The sections reacted

with antibody were mounted, dehydrated, and coverslipped using

Permount mounting medium. We quantified the number of BrdU-

or Ki67-positive cells according to Trejo et al. [24]. In brief, five

sections were chosen from the region, which were located from

1.28 mm to 1.68 mm posterior to the bregma, and the density of

BrdU- or Ki67-positive cells in the subgranular zone (SGZ), which

is a region with a diameter 2–3 cells thick located between the

granule cell layer and the hilus of the dentate gyrus, was calculated

using a Leica DM3000 microscope (Leica, Germany) with a 406
objective. The same areas and number of sections were studied for

all the animals and all the experimental groups. The areas of

hippocampal dentate gyrus were also measured using NIH Image-

J software and the cell density per mm3 was calculated.

8. Neurochemical Analysis
The levels of tryptophan, 5-HT and 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid

(5-HIAA) in brain were analyzed according to a modified version

of the method of Zhang et al. using high-performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC). [25]. In brief, 100 mg of hippocampus

tissue was homogenized in 0.5 ml of 0.2 M perchloric acid (PCA)

containing 100 mM EDTA?2Na and 1 mg/ml DL-isoproterenol

hydrochloride. The homogenate was centrifuged at 15,000 rpm

for 15 min at 4uC. The supernatant was then neutralized to

pH 3.0 by adding 1 M acetate and filtered with a 0.45 mm pore

membrane filter, and then 20 ml of the filtrate was injected into a

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system

equipped with a EICOMPACK SC-50DS (w 3.0 mm6150 mm)

(EICOM, Tokyo) column. 0.1 M acetate/citrate containing 17%

methanol, 190 mg/ml 1-octanesulfonic acid sodium salt, and

5 mg/EDTA?2Na (pH 3.0) was used as the mobile phase and kept

at a constant flow of 0.5 ml/min. The column elute was monitored

using an EPC-700 electrochemical detector (EICOM, Tokyo,

Japan) and analyzed using PowerChrom EPC-500 software

(EICOM, Tokyo, Japan).

9. Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as means 6 S.E. Statistical analysis was

performed using repeated measures ANOVA or factorial ANOVA

Table 1. Protocol of chronic unpredictable stress.

Day time stress Times Overnight stress Times

Immobilization; 3 h 6 Light on overnigh 5

Cold isolation(uC); 3 h 5 Web bedding overnigh 4

Cage rotation (100 rpm); 3 h5 Crowding overnight 4

Swim in water(18uC); 5 min 3 Food/water deprivation
overnight

4

Rat odor; 3 h 4 Tilt of cage 5

Confrontation with rat; 3 h 5 Stroboscope overnight 5

Total 28 Total 27

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.t001
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as appropriate. To characterize differences between groups

further, Tukey’s post hoc test was used. A value of p,0.05 was

accepted as the level of significance.

Results

1. Body Weight
We measured the body weight before feeding on TD diet, at the

start of CUS and at weekly intervals during the CUS procedure.

The time-course change of body weight during the CUS protocol

is shown in Fig. 2. At the beginning of the experiment, there was

no difference in body weight among the groups of mice. During

the experiment, the C mice gradually increased in body weight. In

contrast, the mice fed a TD diet (TD, TD+CUS, TD+CUS+ME and

TD+CUS+IE mice) gradually lost weight and showed a signifi-

cantly lower body weight, except the control mice (p,0.05) (F [4,

47] = 186.749; P,0.001) (Fig. 2). However, there was no

significant difference in body weight among the other groups of

mice.

2. Neurochemical Results
The mice fed a TD diet showed significantly decreased

hippocampal levels of tryptophan and 5–HT compared with the

C mice (p,0.05) (Tryptophan: F [4,42] = 6.813; P,0.000, 5-HT:

F [4,42] = 3.355; P,0.018) (Fig. 3a, b). Regular exercise, whether

moderate or intense, did not restore the hippocampal levels of

tryptophan and 5–HT to the control level. TD+CUS+IE mice

showed significantly higher noradrenaline levels than the other

groups of mice (F [4,42] = 3.449; P,0.043) (Fig. 3c).

3. Behavioral Results
In FST (Fig. 4a), TD+CUS mice showed a higher immobility

time than C and TD mice; however, there was no significant

difference between C and TD mice. TD+CUS+ME and TD+CU-
S+IE mice showed significantly lower immobility time than

TD+CUS mice. TD+CUS+IE mice showed significantly lower

immobility time than the other groups (F [4,43] = 6.75; P,0.001).

These findings suggested that depression-like behavior is attribut-

able not to TD but to CUS, and that regular exercise, whether

moderate or intense, prevented depression-like behavior induced

by CUS.

In SFT, the sucrose preference ratio of the control mice

corresponded to the level of the sucrose preference ratio (70%) of

the non-stressed mice fed a normal diet, as reported in a previous

study [20]. The mice fed a TD diet showed significantly higher

sucrose preference than the C mice (p,0.05) (F [4, 48] = 5.592;

P,0.001) (Fig. 4b). These findings suggested that TD could

enhance sucrose preference with or without chronic stress.

To examine the effect of TD feeding and CUS on learning and

memory, all mice were subjected to ORT in the 4th week of the

experiment. C mice showed a strong preference for a novel object,

whereas TD and TD+CUS mice showed a significantly decreased

preference for a novel object compared with the C mice. There

was no significant difference among C, TD+CUS+ME and

TD+CUS+IE mice. In addition, TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE
mice showed a significantly stronger preference for a novel object

than TD mice (F [4,45] = 5.701; P,0.001) (Fig. 5). These findings

suggested that the impairment of cognitive ability was attributable

not to CUS but to TD, and that regular exercise, whether

moderate or intense, prevented the impairment of learning and

memory.

Figure 2. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise on body weight. Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM. *,
p,0.05 vs. TD, TD+CUS, TD+CUS+ME, TD+CUS+IE; N, C; &, TD; #,
TD+CUS; m, TD+CUS+ME; g, TD+CUS+ IE.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g002

Figure 3. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise on the levels of tryptophan (a), 5-HT (b) and
noradrenaline (c) in the hippocampus. Data are expressed as
mean 6 SEM. *, p,0.05 vs. C; #, p,0.05 vs. C, TD, TD+CUS.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g003
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Moreover, we exposed the mice to PAT for examination of the

effects of TD and CUS on long-term memory. When latency to

reenter the dark compartment was measured before CUS

treatment, all the groups of mice showed equal values (over

200 sec). Subsequently, C mice maintained constant latency to

reenter the dark compartment when it was re-measured on the

7th, 14th and 30th days after the training day. In contrast, other

groups of mice showed gradual decreases in latency and showed

significantly decreased latency compared with C mice on the 30th

day (F [4, 46] = 4.697; P,0.003) (Fig. 6). These findings suggested

that the impairment of long-term memory is attributable not to

CUS but to TD, and that regular exercise, whether moderate or

intense, does not prevent the impairment of long-term memory.

3. Immunohistochemical Results
The number of Ki67-positive cells, which were used as a marker

of proliferating cells [26,27], was significantly lower in TD+CUS
mice than in the other mice (F [4,42] = 4.664; P,0.003) (Fig. 7).

No significant difference was discerned, except for TD+CUS mice

(Fig. 7). On the other hand, the mice fed on TD showed a

significantly lower number of BrdU-positive cells than C mice (F

[4,39] = 37.78; P,0.001) (Fig. 8). However, comparison among

those fed a TD diet revealed that TD+CUS+ME and TD+CUS+IE
mice showed significantly higher numbers of BrdU-positive cells

than TD and TD+CUS (Fig. 8).

Discussion

To investigate the causal relationship between the level of brain

5-HT and prevention of depression-like behavior via regular

exercise, we examined depression-like behavior, brain 5-HT,

proliferation and survival of newly born cells in hippocampus, and

learning and memory using the mice fed a TD diet and subjected

to CUS. The combination of feeding with a TD diet and exposure

to CUS led to the development of depression-like behavior,

whereas TD alone did not. TD feeding solely impaired learning

and memory. Depression-like behavior was prevented by regular

exercise, whether moderate or intense, independently of the

recovery of brain 5-HT. Regular exercise prevented the impair-

ment of not short-term memory but long-term memory.

Decreases by 40% of hippocampal tryptophan and 5-TH were

shown in the mice fed a TD diet (Fig. 3) concomitantly with a 40%

decrease in body weight (Fig. 2). These findings suggest that the

mice fed a TD diet might supply hippocampal tryptophan by

catabolizing skeletal muscle protein into amino acids.

As a decrease of brain 5-HT is considered as the primary cause

of the onset and development of major depression, numerous

antidepressant drugs that increase the level of brain 5-HT are used

for the treatment of depressed patients. These antidepressants

prevent the reuptake of 5-HT by the presynaptic neurons and

quickly increase the level of brain 5-HT in animals [28,29,30];

nevertheless, several weeks of treating patients with these drugs are

required for the appearance of a therapeutic benefit [31].

Therefore, the causal relationship between the reduction of brain

5-HT and the onset of depressive behavior is controversial.

Additionally, upon comparison with a previous study, the

proportional increase of the immobility time of TD+CUS mice

was 37% compared with that of the control mice, whereas in this

previous study [16], that of the mice exposed to CUS and fed a

normal diet was 34% compared with the control mice. In addition,

the survival of newborn cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of

Figure 4. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise in FST (a) and SFT (b). Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM.
*, p,0.05 vs. C; 1, p,0.05 vs. TD; #, p,0.05 vs. TD+CUS; {, p,0.05 vs.
TD+CUS+ME.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g004

Figure 5. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise on recognition index in object recognition. Data are
expressed as mean 6 SEM. *, p,0.05 vs. C; #, p,0.05 vs. TD.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g005
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the TD+CUS mice was 47% lower than that of the control mice,

whereas in the previous study [16], that of the mice exposed to

CUS and fed a normal diet was 48% lower than that of the control

mice. These findings indicate that the reduction of 5-HT leads to

no additional impairment in the immobility time of the FST and

the survival of newborn cells in hippocampal dentate gyrus.

Therefore, we expect that the reduction of 5-HT might not

contribute to the onset and development of the depression-like

behavior in the CUS model used in the present study.

In this study, however, the combination of feeding on a TD diet

and exposure to CUS prolonged the immobility time in FST,

whereas feeding on a TD diet alone did not (Fig. 4a). This finding

suggested that the onset and development of depression-like

behavior in the mice were not attributable to the reduction of

brain 5-HT. However, acute tryptophan depletion leads to

depression- and anxiety-like behavior in animals [7] and transient

mood effects in humans [8]. Why is there a difference in the onset

of depression-like behavior between acute and chronic TD? We

expect that acute tryptophan depletion leads to a shock state in

animals and acute and transient deterioration in cerebral

neurotransmitter systems, which cause depression-like behavior

or transient mood effects in animals and humans, respectively. In

contrast, chronic tryptophan reduction would bring about

adaptation to the decreased level of 5-HT and compensation via

another neurotransmitter system, which is probably the reason

why chronic TD is not linked to the onset of depression-like

behavior. However, further study is required to elucidate the

etiology of 5-HT in the onset and development of depression.

Previous studies demonstrated that CUS leads to a decrease of

sucrose preference in rodents fed a normal diet (Koo et al., Proc

Natl Acad Sci U S A 9;107(6):2669-74, 2006). Therefore, it was

unexpected that the mice fed a TD diet strongly preferred sucrose

solution in spite of CUS exposure (Fig. 4b). This, however, was in

agreement with the previous finding that ATD significantly

increased the preference for sweet food in humans (Pagoto et al.,

Eat Behav. 10(1):36–41, 2009). In addition, it has been shown that

depressive patients have a strong preference for sweets. At the

present time, we do not have an explanation for the fact that mice

exposed to a TD diet strongly preferred sucrose solution;

therefore, further study is necessary to elucidate the relationship

between chronic TD and sweet preference in experimental

animals. In contrast, the mice fed on a TD diet strongly preferred

sucrose solution in spite of CUS exposure (Fig. 4b), whereas the

immobility time of FST was unchanged by no TD feeding but the

combination of a TD diet and CUS (Fig. 4a). These findings

suggest that SFT may be an inappropriate approach to evaluate

depressive behavior in TD animals and that TD alone is not

attributable to the onset of depression.

One possible explanation for the exercise-induced prevention of

depression-like behavior is the enhancement of hippocampal

noradrenaline in the mice that exercised. In this study, regular

exercise, whether moderate or intense, prevented the onset of

depression-like behavior (Fig. 4). It has been reported that the

exercise-induced improvement of major depression is dependent

on restoring brain 5-HT [32]. However, in the present study, the

hippocampal 5-HT level of the mice that exercised was

significantly lower than that of the control mice and equal to

that of the stressed mice that did not perform exercise (Fig. 3b).

These findings suggested that regular exercise, whether moderate

or intense, results in no increase of brain 5-HT, which corresponds

with the finding of a previous study that prolonged exercise results

in no significant increase of 5-HT level in the brain [33].

Therefore, we think that regular exercise prevents depression-like

behavior independent of the level of brain 5-HT. On the other

hand, hippocampal noradrenaline was significantly higher in the

mice that exercised than in the stressed mice (Fig. 3c). This

increase of brain noradrenaline in the exercised mice corresponds

to findings in previous studies that the brain noradrenaline level

gradually increases with time during prolonged exercise [34,35].

Brain noradrenaline is a target substance for the pharmacological

Figure 6. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise on latency time to re-enter a dark compartment in the
passive avoidance test. Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM. *,
p,0.05 vs. TD+CUS, TD+CUS+IE; 1, p,0.05 vs. TD+CUS+IE; #, p,0.05
vs. TD, TD+CUS, TD+CUS+ME, TD+CUS+IE.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g006

Figure 7. Effects of tryptophan deficiency, CUS and regular
exercise on number of Ki67-positive cells in the dentate gyrus
of the hippocampus. Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM. *, p,0.05
vs. C; 1, p,0.05 vs. TD; #, p,0.05 vs. TD+CUS.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066996.g007
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treatment of depressed patients using serotonin-noradrenaline

reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) and tricyclic antidepressants. Nor-

adrenaline has neuroprotective effects in cultured neuronal cells by

stimulating the activation of cAMP-response element binding

protein (CREB) and the induction of brain-derived neurotrophic

factor (BDNF) [36,37]. Therefore, we supposed that the enhance-

ment of brain noradrenaline via exercise is a factor that may have

contributed to prevent the onset of depression-like behavior in the

mice that exercised. In addition, vaccine growth factor (VEG) [38]

and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [16] were

identified as other factors related to the prevention of depres-

sion-like behavior in animals that exercise. We expect that the

antidepressant effect induced by exercise is attributable to complex

actions caused by the factors (noradrenaline, VEG, VEGF)

influenced by the exercise. Therefore, further investigation is

necessary to elucidate the causal relationship between the exercise-

induced prevention of depression and these factors.

Another possible factor for examination of the exercise-induced

prevention of depression-like behavior is the improvement of the

proliferation and survival of newly born cells in the hippocampus

of mice that exercised (Fig. 7 and 8). Adult hippocampal

neurogenesis is impaired by CUS [39,40]. A therapeutic effect

via antidepressants is concomitant with the improvement of adult

hippocampal neurogenesis [41]. Therefore, it is possible that the

improvement of adult hippocampal neurogenesis is one of the

physiological events that improve depression-like behavior. The

present findings demonstrated that regular exercise, whether

moderate or intense, restored proliferation (Fig. 7) and the survival

of newborn cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus to the

normal level (Fig. 8). We suppose that these hippocampal changes

might contribute to prevent the onset of depression-like behavior.

The mice fed a TD diet showed impairment of learning and

memory without chronic stress (Fig. 5 and 6). These findings

suggested that the decrease of brain tryptophan or 5-HT impaired

learning and memory, which corresponds to the previous finding

that serotonin transporter knockout rats, which showed a lower

brain 5-HT level than wild-type rats, exhibited impaired memory

as measured by the ORT [42]. These findings indicated that brain

5-HT is an important factor in learning and memory in mice. On

the other hand, regular exercise prevented the loss of memory

examined by the ORT during the 3rd week of CUS (Fig. 5), which

corresponds with the findings of previous studies that regular

exercise prevents stress-induced impairment of learning and

memory examined by the water maze test [43]; nevertheless, the

memory examined by PAT was impaired in the 1st week of CUS

(Fig. 6). These findings suggest that regular exercise contributes to

prevent not long-term but short-term memory loss. The formation

of long-term memory requires the synthesis of several proteins,

which include cAMP responsive element binding protein (CBP)

[44] and BDNF [45]. As the mice fed on a TD diet could not

synthesize these proteins because of in vivo TD, they could not

avoid the impairment of long-term memory. Further study is

required to examine the levels of CBP and BDNF in the brains of

mice fed a TD diet.

In summary, the present findings demonstrate that depression-

like behavior is attributable not to 5-HT deficiency but to chronic

stress. Regular exercise, whether moderate or intense, prevents

depression-like behavior with the improvement of hippocampal

neurogenesis and without the recovery of hippocampal 5-HT. The

impairment of learning and memory is attributable to TD, which

is not prevented by regular exercise.
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